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Checkin

Theatre Alberta
is a Provincial Arts Service Organization (PASO)
committed to encouraging the growth of theatre
in Alberta.

On a very snowy night in Calgary a few weeks before Christmas
I sprinted through the drifts in order to get to a theatre
in time for curtain. I just made it—I was still sweating in
my coat as the play began. The show was a particularly
raucous version of Peter Weiss’s Marat/Sade, performed
by the students at Western Canada High School under
the direction of my friend Caitlin Gallichan-Lowe. It
seemed to me to be the perfect choice for a high school
production—the young performers downright wallowed in the play’s
joyful anarchy, and by the end of the show I felt challenged and inspired to
provide the conditions for that kind of joy in my own work.

All Stages is a publication of Theatre Alberta issued
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I keep coming back to the word ‘community’ in these editorials. A community isn’t just a
gathering of people—it’s also a kind of ecology, a biological organism, if you’ll let me stretch
a point a bit. This issue focuses on the role of learning in our community. I don’t have as deep
an engagement with the educational community as I’d like these days. But I recognize that
what happens in educational programs has a tremendous impact on the provincial theatre
ecology as a whole.
In an ideal theatre ecology there should be continual opportunities for crossovers between
educational worlds, community theatre worlds and professional worlds. I get depressed
when I realize that there are professors from my MFA program that I simply haven’t seen at
the theatre since I graduated nine years ago, despite the fact that we continue to work in
the same theatre community. And I imagine they get a little depressed too when alumni
walk out the door and are never seen again at departmental productions.
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But it’s important to keep that dialogue going. It’s vital for the theatre makers to see
what’s coming up on the horizon—the younger people in educational programs aren’t
just going to ‘fit in’ with the professional community. They’re going to bring their own
aesthetics and the specific concerns of their generation with them and change the way
theatre is going to be made in the future. Similarly, educators need to stay in touch
with what’s happening in professional and community theatre worlds to ensure that
the graduates they produce come out with skills and minds that are useful to the
contemporary theatre environment, a scene that changes quickly. I challenge all of us,
myself included, to step across perceived boundaries and to engage each other with
the knowledge that we’re serving a common purpose.
This issue is part of that dialogue. Ryan Hughes writes about how the Drama
department at Grande Prairie Regional College is engaging the first nations
community in the region through a new play, Sonny’s Song. Julie Sinclair eulogizes
Tim Ryan, the head of Grant MacEwan’s Theatre Arts department who passed away
this fall, as an educator who indelibly marked Edmonton’s theatre community.
Meg Braem writes about an exciting educational experiment at the University of
Calgary in which students perform plays in the virtual world of Second Life. Karen
Towsley provides some clarity in the heated debate over proposed Alberta fine arts
curriculum reforms. Karen Johnson-Diamond reveals the joys and challenges of
a weeklong educational residency with Calgary’s Quest Theatre. Becky Halliday
highlights fifty years of two seminal Alberta arts education programs—Artstrek
and Dramaworks, programs that have affected the careers of many current
working professionals. And Scott Peters, our technical editor, traces the careers
of three graduates of Alberta’s technical theatre schools.
We’ve got a lot to teach each other. We’ve got a lot to learn.

David van Belle,
editor
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Mike Unrau, International Educator, Co-Artistic
Director of Calgary’s Theatre Encounter
Mike Unrau is a Calgary-based
performer, director and teacher. He
holds an M.F.A. from the University of
Calgary focusing on physical actions
and their social implications. He
has trained with Eugenio Barba’s
Odin Teatret, at the Jerzy Grotowski
Institute in Poland and with Milon Mela
in India. He has been an International
Fellow Abroad heading several theatre projects
in India, including working with rural communities
and sex workers.
What’s the most important thing you learned in
India about performance?
I learned that performance is not created, it is
revealed. Whether on a Canadian professional
stage or in a muddy street in rural India, if creation
is forced it can become contrived with habitual
responses and automatisms. That’s what I love about
doing theatre in India with community members
such as the coconut farmers I worked with. There’s
hardly any pretence. They just get up and perform
things that are real to them. There’s no expectation
to ‘be’ someone, and therefore, they just are.

Complicite
Play. Collaborate. Imagine. Invent. These are the most important words in the
vocabulary at Complicite, a theatre company in London that has been devising new work
since 1983. Influenced by teachers such as Jacques Lecoq, Philippe Gaulier and Monika
Pagneux, their work is highly physical and utilizes the ensemble as a whole unit. Their
approach to the physicality of performance demonstrates a precision similar to the
attention more traditional theatres pay to text. Their work is also an excellent example of
“Gesamtkunstwerk”, or total art work, integrating text, music, image and action to create
surprising, disruptive theatre.
Complicite does not have a methodology. What is essential is collaboration. They
do not have a permanent residence nor a permanent company. To them, theatre is
a community. Artistic Director Simon McBurney’s primary concerns with any given
company is to create the conditions for invention: ‘I prepare them so that they
are ready—ready to change, ready to be surprised, ready to seize any opportunity
that comes their way’. Particular emphasis is placed on the establishment of a play
space, with objects, materials, research
documentation, games and other rule
or event-based practices available for
individual and collective exploration.
Complicite holds a bi-annual open
workshop for professionals in London
and has made extensive teaching tours.
Visit their website for more information
and for free, downloadable devising
resource packages for teachers and
students. www.complicite.org

How does that influence your work with Theatre
Encounter?
At Theatre Encounter, we often go backwards,
starting with physical movement and ending with
the text. This forces us to rely on our bodies, which
are storehouses of truth, instead of the intellect,
which often inhibits the creative act. It’s our way
to access non-pretence in performance. Actors do
a basic physical action which reveals the narrative
that becomes the basis of creation. We do this over
a six-month rehearsal period to really investigate
the primal impulses of expression and establish
accountability for the non-real.
Why bother making theatre anyway?
Why bother breathing? Our basic needs are food,
shelter and clothing according to the UN, but
creation is a needful part of the intangible nature of
understanding ourselves. At the core of the theatre
is an encounter, Grotoswki once said, and that
encounter is an experience that is more real than our
daily peripheral conventionalities. The kinaesthetic
relationship between audience and performer
opens up more than the mind; it opens our being,
our way of perceiving. Whether in India or at the
Epcor Centre for the Arts, theatre is a possibility, a
potential to finally uncover the essence, to finally
encounter ourselves. This is why I make theatre.
2
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The Connections Series has arrived
Actors, educators, students and technicians can find books on a wide variety of
subjects, from musical theatre to swashbuckling, in Theatre Alberta’s reference
collection. A complete listing of the reference collection can be found by visiting our
website at www.theatrealberta.com. Follow the library link to search online—click on
“advanced”, highlight the “Local Call Number” button and enter the letters “ref” in the
window. This will result in a list of 868 reference titles. Some of the titles you can find:
The Musical of Rodgers and Hammerstein—Musical Scene Study compiled and
edited by Tom Briggs
This is the perfect tool with which to study character development, lyric analysis,
and musicality, whether for auditions or performance. Ideal for musical scene
study work, this book features 29 comic and dramatic scenes and 36 songs from ten
Rodgers and Hammerstein musicals.
Swashbuckling by Richard Lane
Swashbuckling is the ultimate guide to stage fighting technique and basic swordplay. In
words and pictures, it covers everything an actor must know and do to give a dynamic
and convincing stage combat performance—weaponry, warm-up exercises, unarmed
combat, footwork, defense and attack techniques and working with fight directors.

Learning

Tim Ryan (1947-2009)

Head of Theatre Arts, Grant MacEwan College
by Julie Sinclair
“It’s gonna be great!” Anyone who knew Tim Ryan
knows exactly who you’re talking about when they hear
those words. Part of Tim’s charm and indeed one of his
strengths was that he believed every person and every
situation had the potential for greatness.
Tim passed away on November 5, 2009 after being
hospitalized for heart and lung failure complicated
by pneumonia and influenza. Tim lived with asthma
almost his entire life but it never defined him or slowed
him down. At rehearsal, his inhaler was always by his
side, as was his huge day timer, but I don’t recall ever
seeing him use either. The man had boundless energy
and a mind for details.
Tim was born on September 30, 1947 in Cleveland,
Ohio where his family fostered his love of music and
theatre. One of Tim’s sisters, Mary Lou Ianni, is also
a director and theatre instructor. Tim earned his BA
in Theatre at the University of Dayton and his Masters
at the University of London, where he immersed
himself in the world of Christina Rossetti and her
contemporaries; Rossetti’s Goblin Market was one of
Tim’s favourite works.
Tim and his then wife, actress Maralyn Ryan, were
running a theatre in Lincoln, Nebraska but found
the climate “too conservative” and were ready for a
change. “We thought it would be interesting to live in
Canada for perhaps five years or so…” says Maralyn.
Little did they know five years would turn into a
lifetime. Tim had never taught at a post-secondary
institution so it was a huge challenge to head up a
brand new theatre program at the age of 31. Maralyn
acknowledges that moving their young family to
Canada wasn’t easy, but “it was the right decision
for us. Our hope was that it would be right for the
community.” Based on the outpouring of love and
appreciation for Tim at the recent celebration of his
life, it was. Tim and Maralyn eventually divorced but
found their way back to being friends, colleagues and
proud parents to their daughters Kate and Bridget,
both of whom have made careers in the theatre. Kate
and Bridget “were his greatest glory, his greatest
introspection and his greatest love,” says Maralyn.
Tim was also a proud stepfather to Lauren and Sydney,
daughters of his wife Laurie Fumagalli. Laurie, a gifted
pianist, collaborated with Tim as Music Director on
many shows.

After heading the Theatre Arts program for a few years, Tim saw a need for students
and graduates to produce their work outside of the boundaries of an academic
stage—thus Leave it to Jane Theatre (LITJ) was born. LITJ allowed Tim to direct
smaller, quirkier shows such as Maria Irene Fornes and Al Carmines’ Promenade—one
of its first productions. The company soon attracted other professional actors from
the city who wanted to be part of the LITJ ensemble. Tim created an atmosphere
of trust where it was safe for performers, designers, and other crew to take risks.
Tim Yakimec, former LITJ General Manager and an original LITJ ensemble member,
remembers that “the project was the most important thing and everyone gave their
energies to that; there was no room for egos.” Tim encouraged casts and crews to
take ownership of productions by taking an active role in producing them. With
this experience, many LITJ performers went on to create ensembles such as Panties
Productions and the musical group the Be Arthurs. Tim rarely took compensation
for his work with LITJ. Yakimec says, “Knowing there were little resources available,
Tim used it to feed his passion, not bankroll his life. He would rather use the funds
towards feeding others financially, artistically and creatively.”
Tim had an extraordinary affect on hundreds of students at MacEwan and countless
others around the world who called him director, colleague and friend. It seems Tim
found ways to give us all what we needed; I can only hope we did the same for him.
Tim Ryan will be sorely missed.
Donations are being accepted for the Tim Ryan Memorial Fund which will benefit future
students of the Theatre Arts Program. For more information contact the MacEwan Fund
Development department at 780-497-4285.
Julie Sinclair is an Edmonton based performer and an administrator with Theatre Alberta.
She is a graduate of the MacEwan Theatre Arts program and former administrator for
Leave it to Jane Theatre.
Above: Tim Ryan addresses
the cast of Thoroughly Modern
Millie at Grant MacEwan
University, January 2009.
[Photo by Alberto Garcia]
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Grande Prairie Regional
College develops an
important young Aboriginal
voice with Sonny’s Song
Belcourt, and mentored by playwright and author
Larry Loyie, who Smith calls “an incredible resource”.
Loyie came to writing later in his life. Until the
mid-1980s he had made his living logging, farming,
serving in the armed forces, fishing and counselling.
Dream. Achieve. Inspire. That’s the motto of the
“I lived the life of long ago that I write about. As
2010 Arctic Winter Games, hosted this year by the
a Cree, I was brought up to the age of nine within
city of Grande Prairie. And, says Annie Smith, head
a traditional culture, including storytelling, fiddle
of drama at Grande Prairie Regional College (GPRC), music and jigging. After nine years of age, I was in
“that’s our motto, too. Through all of this work,
residential school, but I never forgot the traditional
we’re holding those words up.” Smith is about to
way of life I loved so much.” His experience in
begin rehearsals on Sonny’s Song, a new play being
residential school has influenced his work, including
produced by GPRC’s theatre company, Theatre Rising. his play Ora Pro Nobis (Pray For Us), one of the first
The play was selected through a playwriting contest
plays to explore the topic. He is the author of several
for young First Nations playwrights, organized by the books, with more in the works, and a mentor to young
college and the city’s Friendship Centre, and will be
writers like Richard. “I helped by encouraging her to
one of the cultural events leading up to the Games
learn more about her Métis culture. It is an energetic,
in March. Sonny’s Song is the story of a young Métis
lively and musical culture. She responded really well.
man’s dream of being a professional musician in the
She is a true reflection of Métis pride, creativity and
1950s, and of how that dream is passed down through intelligence. Her sense of humour in the play is very
his family over multiple generations. The playwright
Métis. Humour is always part of Aboriginal life.”
is 19-year-old actor and writer Dani Richard.
Sonny’s Song had two separate workshops by classes
Richard’s grandfather was the inspiration for the
at GPRC. Though Richard had worked with Smith in
title character in her play. “I see a lot of myself in
2008 on an earlier theatre project and is now Smith’s
him,” she says. “We could both be called free spirits,
student at the college (“she is my number one theatre
or dreamers. He inspired me to pursue my dream,
mentor,” she says) she admits finding the process of
and I wanted to give thanks by telling his story to
bringing her work before her peers and especially an
the public, especially our people, so that they could
established writer “quite scary. It was a lot of hard
be inspired to chase their dreams as well.” Though
work to sit down and draft with all this input coming
she stresses the play is only semi-biographical, key
my way, and I was so nervous of being judged or
characters are inspired directly by several generations
ridiculed, because there is discrimination out there.”
of family members, and many characters bear the
But she’s grateful she overcame her anxiety, saying
names of other members. “Each name in the play has
that the process had turned out better than she could
some sort of relevance.”
have ever imagined.
She was helped through several drafts by Smith and a
According to her mentors, she needn’t have worried.
group of First Nations elders, including entrepreneur
“Dani has a real facility for dialogue,” according to
Darlene Cardinal, GPRC First Nations Liaison Kelly
Smith. “She has a natural sense of the rhythms of
Benning, and Native Counseling Services’ Donna

by Ryan Hughes
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speech, and her characters are clearly realized. It’s
wonderful to have her as a role model. To have her do
this work, and for the other students to see [that] this
can be done.”

benefits, as well as challenges. “Sometimes there are
preconceived ideas or expectations about how people
really are, and that works both ways. But mostly what
I find is that artists are artists; we understand each
other. You have to be prepared to let go of how you
Loyie saw “a major change after the first reading with
understand
things from your own perspective, and
the cast. Her eyes lit up, she couldn’t stop smiling. It
relax
enough
so that new things can come into you.
was a great moment.”
In western culture, we tend to separate artists out
Loyie and Smith also echo Richard’s concerns about
and make them special in some way. In the aboriginal
discrimination, however. Smith feels that “there’s a
community, that doesn’t make any sense. Yes, there
lot of suspicion towards work by Aboriginal writers
are people who are artists but they’re not separate.”
in the north, which is a lot more monocultural, just
Smith says she finds the integration of artists into
because of the realities of living here. I’ve had people
Aboriginal society to be a healthy model: “Western
say to me ‘Well you’re not gonna get an audience.’”
artists have been grappling with that for the last few
decades, how far removed we are: ‘nobody comes to
“Non-Aboriginal people still don’t believe there are
see our work.’ Well of course, because you’ve got no
good things in our culture,” Loyie observes. “The
connection to a larger community. But now I see that
media continues to promote a negative image that
shifting in the major centres, artists reintegrating
goes back to the days of first contact.” However,
themselves into larger communities with communityhe feels that this misperception can actually be a
based projects.”
liberating thing for young First Nations writers, as it
provides them with “a wide-open landscape, where
Although the artistic community in Grande Prairie
they can write whatever inspires them, to share a
has significant overlap with the First Nations
true version of Aboriginal life today.”
community, Smith believes that “for many in the
audience, Sonny’s Song will be the first time hearing
“I think that the audience should have an open mind
about a proud way of life with a distinct culture that
and heart,” says Richard. “It ruins the spirit of a play
is traditional but also modern.” “Danielle’s play will
if a person comes into it thinking of what they want
open a lot of doors,” says Loyie. As the première of
to see, or what they should see.” True to the optimism
her first play draws closer, Dani Richard probably feels
she shares with her grandfather, she believes that
many doors have already opened. “I feel so blessed to
her play’s slow realization of a dream from past
have such an amazing support system behind me.”
generations is reflected in the real life relationship
between cultures. “It’s easier now to break those
Sonny’s Song was performed February 25 to 27 and
barriers. I’ve heard stories from my grandparents
March 4 to 6 in the Grande Prairie Regional College
about their struggles, and their parents’ experiences
Black Box Theatre.
in residential schools, and [the barriers seem] to
Ryan Hughes is a writer, director and actor based out of
gradually reduce generation after generation.”
Edmonton. Recently he wrote the screenplay to the awardBefore coming to GPRC, Smith had worked extensively
as an artist with First Nations communities and finds
that the interaction of the two cultures has incredible

winning short film How to Marry a Mink, will be directing James
Hamilton and Catherine Walsh’s play Housebound in May, and
played a small role in the sequel to the Canadian comedy classic
FUBAR. He is a graduate of the Playwriting program at the
National Theatre School of Canada.

Left: (L to R) Larry Loyie,
playwright Dani Richard
and Annie Smith at a
dramaturgical meeting for
Sonny’s Song.
[Photo by Constance Brissenden]
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University of Calgary Drama experiments with
performance in virtual spaces
By Meg Braem
“Virtual means almost,” says Jim Parker, a new
addition to the University of Calgary’s Department of
Drama faculty. “Virtual reality means almost real.”
If virtual reality is something that is “almost” real,
then what is virtual theatre? Is it almost theatre?
Artists often speak of “realism” in theatre with full
knowledge that it can never quite be real. If we invite
audiences to break the fourth wall and enter our
“almost” or “somewhat” reality, how do the ideas of
virtual reality and real theatre collide in making what is
now being called “virtual theatre”?

THE

Parker, who teaches Drama 346: Performance in
Non-Traditional Spaces, explains that his new project
is a melding of the world of science and technology
and the world of art. Parker and his students have
been producing live theatre in the virtual world
of Second Life, an internet environment in which
participants create a character for themselves (called
an avatar) and interact with others. In the current U
of C project, participants’ avatars can enter an online
venue and watch live performances put on by Parker’s
students, who perform the show through their own
avatars. There is nothing “virtual” about how live
the performances are—the actors move and speak
through their avatars in real time. An avatar that is an
audience member can be late for the show or can act
up, disrupting what is happening on stage.

Right: Inside the Second
Life virtual performance
environment for Clem
Martini’s Guppies.
[Photo captured by James Parker]
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Parker and his students have produced four such shows
online thus far. In December 2008 they produced The
Chocolate Affair by Stephanie Alison Walker, The Boy
who cried Genie by D.M Bocaz Larson and Kingdom of
the Spider by Nick Zagone. This past year they produced
Clem Martini’s Guppies. Parker and Martini are planning
to visit to Sydney, Australia to lay the groundwork for
a collaboration in which groups from both Canada and
Australia would produce a play together by entering
the same Second Life venue on the same date.
Parker, who originally taught in the Department of
Computer Science for 27 years, has found a different
world of his own over the past two years in the
Department of Drama. “The first reaction of science is
to figure out what is wrong,” says Parker. In contrast,
Parker finds that in the theatre there are people who
want to explore how something could work rather than
why it won’t. “Leaving science was the best decision I
ever made,” he says.

The ideas and concepts of virtual theatre are brand new.
Talking to Parker one gets the feeling of being privy
to a secret that just might change the way we make
theatre. The current technology is limited but Parker
doesn’t let that stop his dreaming—he explains that
virtual theatre is at the “black and white TV” stage of its
development. Sound had just been introduced to Second
Life when he started looking at it as a possible venue
for performance. Now actors can speak through their
avatars rather than having to type dialogue through
a text box. And with each technological advance, new
possibilities for creative interaction multiply. “I have
never had so much fun. I am able to take knowledge to
the limit. That’s why I became a professor.”
Martini, who is also head of the U of C’s Department
of Drama, sees virtual theatre as being full of
opportunity. Unlike a traditional performance, virtual
theatre is not limited by who can attend one location;
people in Canada, Britain and Belgium attended
Martini’s Guppies simultaneously.
The aging of the current subscriber base has left
theatres looking for new ways to gain an audience.
The highest demographic of Second Life users are
aged 25-30. With gaming having now passed movies
in popularity, Martini notes that virtual theatre
might be a tool to pique interest in the real thing.
“It is the job of the theatre to go where the audience
is,” says Martini.
In the end, Parker maintains that virtual theatre is a
tool and not a replacement for the real thing. “No art
form has ever vanished” he says; “we can only create
something new.”
Meg Braem is a Calgary-based playwright. She recently received
her MFA from the University of Calgary. Meg’s play BLOOD: A
Scientific Romance won the Alberta Playwriting Competition and
the Playwrights Theatre Centre University Competition.
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Educational UProar
By Karen Towsley

Changes in Alberta Fine Arts curriculum moves teachers, parents to action
What first appeared to be a catastrophe for the future
of excellent fine arts programs and a new generation
of Alberta artists may yet be a catalyst for positive
growth and a transparent dialogue between fine
arts specialists, a group of highly motivated and
passionate parents, and the Alberta government.
In June 2009 Alberta Education quietly released a
draft of proposed fundamental changes to the fine
arts curriculum in the K-12 system. An update to the
program of studies was certainly needed—the fine arts
curriculum used in Alberta schools today hasn’t been
updated in twenty years. However, Alberta educators
raised several immediate concerns.
Although the draft was made public in June, many
did not believe it was publicized well enough to

possibilities of combining two or more arts disciplines” has alarmed educators. The
changes would allow students to pick and choose bits and pieces of an arts education
through smaller, one-credit (25 hour) units rather than longer five-credit (125 hour)
courses. Missing from the proposed program completely are sequential in-depth skill
development, in which students build on what they have learned previously, and a
demand for excellence over mere experience, the hallmarks of a strong education.
In an online comment posted on Education Minister Dave Hancock’s web page, Mark
Lietz, an Alberta band teacher from Namao, Alberta, says that the changes will be
“counterproductive in developing Albertans that we can be proud of in the world for
their artistic ability.”
Instead of the proposed new Alberta Education program, many Fine Arts teachers
would like to see a re-vamping of the existing sequential, skill-developing five credit
course, and the continued support and formalization of locally developed courses
that have been carefully designed by specialists to meet the needs of students in the
21st century (an approach Alberta Education has taken with dance courses).

Missing from the proposed program completely are sequential in-depth skill development, in which students build on what they
have learned previously, and a demand for excellence over mere experience, the hallmarks of a strong education.
educational stakeholders—parents, teachers and
students. In addition, many teachers believed that the
main purpose of the changes was not educational, but
a cost-cutting measure. Although government focus
groups including specialists and generalists in music,
drama, dance and visual arts were originally part of the
revisioning process, once the document was discovered
online, there was an immediate outcry from teachers
across the province regarding its content.
Those who are concerned about the changes believe
they will water down the Fine Arts curriculum for K-12.
The heart of the matter has to do with who is doing the
teaching and how students can select their educational
programming. The draft document of the curriculum
changes put out by Alberta Education seems to
indicate a shift toward employing generalists instead
of specialists to teach fine arts courses, especially
in the K-6 and 7-9 programs. Kevin Willms, a high
school music specialist and passionate arts education
advocate, believes that because many primary and
middle schools are already failing to deliver the
existing program as intended, with teachers who are
fine arts specialists, the new curriculum will allow this
failure to continue.
At the high school level, the new curriculum’s proposal
to “offer opportunities for specialized learning
through a variety of one-credit (25 hour) courses” and
to allow “students or groups of students [to] choose
Arts Education Project courses to extend their learning
in an individual arts discipline or to explore the

Fortunately, in Calgary, a group of concerned parents, teachers and students
stepped up to lead the efforts to demand accountability from the government. The
group, SOFA (Save Our Fine Arts), founded by concerned parent Bill Campbell and
co-chaired by Lyle Bennett of the Coalition for Music Education in Canada, began
a “Call to Action with hundreds of other concerned parents, students, educators,
entertainers and arts industry executives.”
The good news? There are indications that the government is listening. Originally, a
stakeholder feedback deadline was set for December 1, 2009. The large stakeholder
response definitely influenced the government’s decision to extend this deadline to
January 31, 2010. As Education Minister Dave Hancock posted on the Alberta Education
website, “Education has already received several hundred responses to the online
questions, in addition to receiving numerous e-mails, letters and face-to-face responses.
I assure you that all feedback will be carefully considered during future revisions to the
draft framework and the subsequent development of programs of study.”
Alberta Education has also made clarifications in response to the dismay over the
one-credit units and the future of locally developed courses. Lyle Bennett and
Kevin Willms had separate meetings with Joan Engel (Curriculum Director, Arts,
Communications and Citizenship with Alberta Education) in Edmonton to discuss
proposed changes; Engel has attended a meeting in Calgary to field more questions.
SOFA continues to keep all stakeholders informed on their website while Alberta
Education has expanded the information on their website by posting and answering
“Frequently Asked Questions.”
Supporting excellent arts education is a commitment to a thriving arts community.
Albertans should continue to make their voices heard if they want to ensure the
continued quality of arts education in the province.
For more information on the proposed changes:
http://education.alberta.ca/teachers/program/finearts/program-updates.aspx
Karen Towsley is the Learning Leader for the Academy of Fine & Performing Arts at Lord Beaverbrook
High School in Calgary where she teaches Drama and Musical Theatre. She is the proud recipient of both a
Provincial Excellence in Teaching Award and an Alberta Centennial Medal for Excellence in Arts Education.
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Getting It,
Liking It
A Quest Theatre Artist in School
residency veteran on the joys of
inspiring a new generation
In Alberta we’re lucky to have programs that integrate
theatre professionals into classrooms at the earliest
levels. Residencies begin the process of bringing
students into the ecology of a theatre community—
hopefully a relationship they’ll maintain throughout
their lives—Ed.

by Karen Johnson-Diamond
For the past fourteen years I have been involved
with Quest Theatre’s Artist in School Residency
Program. When I’m not acting in a show, I spend as
many weeks as I can in elementary schools. Quest,
a Calgary theatre for young audiences, conducts
around 35 week-long residencies a year. Depending
on my schedule, I get to do between five and fifteen
of them. There are usually four of us on the artistic
team, and by Friday every kid in the school is acting in
a one-hour play for their parents. It’s not an easy job—
four instructors, 300+ kids, and in five days they’re
performing Shakespeare.
That’s right, I said Shakespeare.
Sure, we visit junior and senior high schools too, but
nothing beats a five year old Kindergarten voice saying
“How now fairy! Whither wander you?” What a way to
be introduced to Shakespeare! Kids who have not yet
heard from some teacher that “Shakespeare is very
difficult…let’s begin.” Instead, grade two kids squeal
with laughter when they figure out “that queen lady
has that potion on her eyes and the first thing she sees
when she wakes up is the donkey so... OH NO!!!”
That’s the draw for me: kids getting it and liking it.
Schools that e-mail us the following week to tell us
that kids are checking Shakespeare books out of the
library. The grade four kids who say: “Well yeah, Romeo
says ‘Juliet is the sun’, and that means he thinks she
is prettier than the romantic moon, but, like, isn’t he
saying Rosaline is the moon? And that Juliet is better
than Rosaline?” Me: “Um…yeah!”
No one is a star. We show up on Monday, tell the kids
the play synopsis and ask them which character they
want to play. Teachers always want to help by telling
us that Katie has the loudest voice and that Josh

is too shy, so we shouldn’t give him a big part. But
both of them end up sharing the part of Romeo. Why?
Because with gender-friendly casting, this is Katie’s
chance to play Romeo, and no one knew that Josh was
a natural actor.
The students get the script of their scene and are
assigned three to five lines, and by Tuesday morning
they are reciting them for each other in the halls. By
Wednesday, the class scene is blocked and it’s five
minutes of the most enjoyable chaos there is. Friday
is the hardest day, and the best day. In the morning
we build a set, light it, throw sound effects and
music at the kids and everything falls
apart. Friday afternoon the students
do a dress rehearsal for each other
and the show finds its feet, and
Friday night the parents come.
That’s when the kids feel
‘it’ for the first time…that
moment when something
you did made the
audience laugh, or when
your friends say you
were a good Oberon, or
when a cheer goes up
after you’ve stabbed
Macduff with your tiny
wooden sword.
On Monday many
teachers, and the students
themselves, think the kids
are too cool/young/ESL/shy/
challenged to do Shakespeare.
On Friday, without fail, teachers
are amazed “Toby” spoke because he’s
a selective mute! And because “Miranda”
is autistic, she usually doesn’t participate. But
there she was on stage with the other Banquos! On
Friday, grandmas tell me they had to move the coffee
table every day so the kids could show them their roles.
On Friday, a grade twelve kid tells me that he usually
skips first period, but because of rehearsal, he was in
school early enough to hear O Canada for the first time!
Three lines, five minutes on stage, and they come off
stage red-faced, slam dancing each other with pride.
After five days they can tell you the basic plot line of
a Shakespeare play… and they’re nine years old. Or
sixteen years old, or five years old. It’s not an easy job,
but it’s the best job.
Karen Johnson-Diamond is a Calgary based actor and improviser.
This summer she will join Artstrek for her fourth year as an instructor.
Karen is also the vice president of the Theatre Alberta board.

Above: Karen Johnson
Diamond in a Quest Theatre
show, FLOP! by Glenda Stirling.
[Photo courtesy Quest Theatre]
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Artstrek &
Dramaworks at 50

Venerable arts education programs have
indelibly marked the careers of Alberta’s
culture makers.

by Becky Halliday

2010 marks the fiftieth anniversary of summer drama
education programs that have been known since the
mid 1980s as Artstrek and Dramaworks, the evolution
of which began even before 1960, when Jack McCreath
established the first Olds Drama Seminar. The
following is but a sampling of the three generations of
students, community theatre and professional artists,
educators and leaders from across Alberta—and
Canada—whose lives have been changed.

A

Above: Alice Nelson and
her Clowns Without Borders
colleage Sbo engage children
at a South African AIDS
orphanage.
[Photo courtesy Alice Nelson]

Opposite Top: Erin McDougall
(r) and Theatre Alberta
Executive Director Marie
Gynane-Willis at Artstrek 2008.
[Photo by Sui-Fan Wong]

Opposite Right: Playwright
Katherine Koller is a
Dramaworks veteran.
[Photo courtesy Katherine Koller]

lice Nelson travels for her craft. Nelson grew up
in Grande Prairie, where her high school offered
a drama class, but most students just wanted “an
easy credit,” she says. She left home for the first time
to attend Artstrek in 1992 after her English teacher,
an Artstrek alumnus, showed the budding performer
a brochure. She has since worked as an Artstrek
supervisor, completed a BFA in Dramatic Arts at the
University of Lethbridge, studied clown with John
Turner on Manitoulin Island, and created, produced
and toured several shows. Her most rewarding
expeditions, however, have been with Clowns Without
Borders, journeying to New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina and to South Africa “to bring joy and laughter
to children whose lives have been affected by HIV/
AIDS.” In 2008, Nelson experienced a homecoming
when she taught at Artstrek. She remembers, “At the
first meeting I kept thinking ‘Oh my God, I’m one of the
knights at the round table!’” Today Nelson is doing an
MFA in Ensemble Based Physical Theatre at Dell’Arte
International in California.

Timeline: the evolution of Alberta’s ongoing
summer drama programs
This timeline represents the major developments that created what Albertans
know today as Artstrek and Dramaworks. Special thanks to Alex Hawkins: much of
this is edited from his extremely thorough research.
1933:

1946:
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The University of Alberta’s Department of Extension receives a
Carnegie Grant to start the Banff School of Drama, which will later
become the Banff School of Fine Arts.
The Alberta government passes the Cultural Development Act to create
means by which culture can be encouraged and developed across the
province of Alberta. The Cultural Activities Branch is established under
the Department of Economic Affairs.

Spring 2010

When he was profiled for Avenue Edmonton’s Top 40
Under 40 list last November, Jared Tabler emphasized
the importance that the arts holds for him, even
though he chose a business career. An Artstrek
regular at 16, he got accepted to theatre school in
New York, showed his parents the tuition, and was
told “there is no way.” Instead, Tabler attended the
University of Alberta, earning a graduate degree
in Human Resources and International Business.
During summers, he moved up the ranks at Artstrek,
becoming ‘Super Super’ (a participant supervisor)
in 2003. During the year, he climbed the ladder at
Starbucks, working with “a ton of people who I’d been
supervisors with at Artstrek. We ended up sticking
together.” He is currently CEO of TSA Consulting
Strategies Inc. and the Edmonton Journal’s HR
Coordinator. His “artful approach” has already
marked him as an innovator in Edmonton’s corporate
community. “My approaches are a bit unorthodox
for the business world,” he acknowledges. But at
their core are values he learned at Artstrek. “I was
passionate about people, and I think that started
coming out through my time at Artstrek. It was about
the connections between the supervisors and the
students and making a difference in people’s lives.”
Erin McDougall never attended Artstrek; growing
up in Red Deer, she didn’t want to attend overnight
camp ten minutes away. When she got the Artstrek
Registrar summer position in 2006, she was nearly
finished her BA in Drama and was choosing between

1948:

The Alberta Drama Board is created.

1951:

The Cultural Activities Branch runs a drama school from July 23 to
August 1, co-sponsored by the National Council on Physical Fitness
and the Health and Recreation Branch.

1955:

The position of Drama Supervisor is created in the Cultural Activities
Branch. Jack McCreath takes this position and offers workshops to
groups throughout the province upon request.

1956:

Walter Kaasa becomes the Coordinator of the Cultural Activities
Branch. The Health and Recreation Branch and the Cultural Activities
Branch merge.

Learning

broadcasting and teaching. “I always loved drama, but
I didn’t know where I fit. My parents were teachers,
and I always knew it was a route I could take, but it
was important to me to decide for myself.” McDougall’s
revelation took place when she assisted with planning
meetings: “Working with the instructors and seeing
the collaboration that happens was really exciting.”
That fall, she took a directing course and discovered
a hidden talent. The thought of combining teaching
with directing “solidified” her choice to pursue an
Education degree, and she returned to her summer
job eager to observe “masters” like Kevin McKendrick,
Mieko Ouchi and Linette Smith. The instructors treated
her “like a peer,” welcoming her input, offering advice
and answering her (many) questions. “To talk directing
with [McKendrick] was amazing,” she enthuses.
“[I could say,] ‘tell me about when you directed
Urinetown!’” Now in her first teaching position,
McDougall has even more respect for her mentors. “I
understand how much energy is required,” she says.
McDougall feels destined to have had her Artstrek
experience. “I feel like I had that same experience of
self-discovery, because it helped me discover my path.”
The list of distinguished Artstrek (and Drumheller)
alumni contains names like Jonathan Christenson,
Mieko Ouchi, Stephanie Wolfe, Jeff Haslam, Kelly
Reay and Kevin Kerr. Christenson credits Artstrek
with exposing him to “the different disciplines that
come together to make a theatrical experience
happen… [For a high school student] to work with
established professionals for a week or two is the most
extraordinary opportunity.”

Each year, High River’s Windmill Theatre Players sees the benefits of keeping
their members connected to “other like-minded people in the province.” Since
1980, the volunteer-run community theatre, which produces two shows annually
and is involved with the Alberta Drama Festival Association, has sponsored 116
teenagers’ attendance at Artstrek and 76 adults’ attendance at Dramaworks.
Steve and Celia Penman, the husband-and-wife team behind Windmill, attend
Dramaworks frequently themselves. Steve still lists a 1983 week-long directing
workshop with Ken Agrell-Smith among his favourites. Because community
theatre members are allowed to try their hand at any aspect of theatre,
Dramaworks has been essential in allowing Windmill’s members to augment their
skills in one discipline or take a workshop in a craft that they never considered
trying before. Celia remembers one member, Herb Haekel, “who has been part of
the group for several years but always in the background. He got on stage for one
show and has been to Dramaworks every year since. He’s hooked!”
Although the adult summer drama programs have a long
history of linking community theatre practitioners with
professional artists and technicians, Dramaworks has
recently increased its focus on offering development
workshops and specialized classes for more seasoned
artists. Veteran Edmonton playwright Katherine Koller,
whose play The Seed Savers recently premiered at Workshop
West Theatre, has taken five Dramaworks workshops,
including playwriting with Sharon Pollock and Kevin Kerr,
as well as an acting workshop with Caroline Livingstone
and Bradley Moss. “I felt it was important for me to put
myself in the position of an actor… to better understand
how actors think,“she says. “As a playwright, I have great
respect for actors, and from that weekend, I gained a
better understanding of how to listen to actors around the
workshop table, and how to give them, in my writing, what
they need to do their work.”
This is what we are celebrating in 2010: fifty summers of people forging
connections, then taking techniques and ideas back to their communities and
with them through their careers in theatre—and beyond. Picture it. That’s one
spectacular network.
Becky Halliday is the Administrative Assistant at the University of Alberta’s Centre for Writers.
She previously worked for Theatre Alberta and for the Writers Guild of Alberta. In her off hours,
Becky freelances as a writer and editor and is Artistic Associate (Publicity/Fundraising) for The
System Theatre.

1958:

The Cultural Activities Branch is transferred from Economic Affairs
to the Department of the Provincial Secretary and renamed the
Community Programs Branch. Walter Kaasa becomes the Director of
Recreation and Cultural Development.

1982:

Susan Burghardt spearheads the Artstrek model, which focuses
on process over performance, links the curriculum to a text, and
promotes team teaching. Both Youth and Adult Artstrek move to
Fairview College, north of Grande Prairie.

1960:

The first Olds Drama Seminar, a one-week program with 43
participants, is run at the Olds School of Agriculture. Records show
it to be the first official Summer Drama School, run by the provincial
government, to continue every year hence.

1984:

Both Youth and Adult Artstrek programs are moved to Lakeland College
in Vermillion.

1986:

Adult Artstrek becomes Dramaworks and is held at the University of
Alberta’s Department of Drama for the first time.

1963:

Tyrone Guthrie lectures at the fourth annual Olds Drama Seminar.

1997:

Artstrek is held at Red Deer College for the first time.

1965:

Jack McCreath moves the Drama Seminar to the New Vocational School in
Drumheller. The Drumheller Summer Drama School will run for 17 years.

1998:	Dramaworks moves to the Citadel Theatre in Edmonton.
2010: 	Dramaworks returns to the University of Alberta’s Department of Drama.
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Sides
from Wuthering Heights, adapted from the
Emily Brontë book by Vern Thiessen

HEATH

The première of Wuthering Heights was produced by Red
Deer College February 11-20, 2010.

HEATH

Heathcliff makes a grand entrance.

HEATH

ISABELLA America?

Clean shaven, his long hair perfectly coiffed.
He hands his hat and gloves to Nelly with grace.
Heathcliff and Cathy lock eyes—as they first did.
A long pause.
EDGAR

Hello, Heathcliff.

HEATH

Linton.
He bows slightly.

And I went to claim my inheritance.

EDGAR

(confused) Well, whatever happened, you’re
certainly changed for the better.

HEATH

(not without irony) Yes. I’m “better” now.

CATHY

Three years, Heathcliff and you never thought
to write to me.

HEATH

More than you thought of me I’m sure.
Tension.

Thank you. I am.

CATHY

You know what I mean.

EDGAR

You remember my sister, Isabella.

HEATH

Of course. Forgive me.

Heathcliff kisses her hand.

EDGAR

But let’s forget the past, yes? We want you to
feel welcome as if you were our neighbor.

HEATH

Yes. For your neighbor I will be.

EDGAR

How’s that?

HEATH

I’ve bought Wuthering Heights.

I trust you are well, Miss Linton?

HEATH

Hello Cathy.

CATHY

Hello.
Pause.

HEATH

Been a long time.

CATHY

Yes.
Pause.

Surprise.
ISABELLA Oh how wonderful!
CATHY

What?

EDGAR

I don’t understand.

HEATH

Hindley wagered the house, the land, and
all the livestock in a card game. He lost. I’ve
stepped in to…pay his debts.

HEATH

You look well.

CATHY

As do you.

EDGAR

But the family home, shouldn’t it—

She is torn.

HEATH

I AM family, Mr. Linton.

Drink?

HEATH	No, thank you.

ISABELLA Would you like to stay for dinner Master
Heathcliff?

ISABELLA I’ll have one, brother.

EDGAR

Isabella…!

HEATH

Thank you, but no. I must pay Hindley a visit, to…
apprise him of the situation.

EDGAR

His eyes rarely leave Cathy.
EDGAR

So tell us. Where have you been these…

HEATH

Three years.

EDGAR

Three years, my. We took you for dead,
didn’t we Catherine?

CATHY

Yes.

HEATH

Traveling.

EDGAR

Where to?

ISABELLA Europe?

Spring 2010

HEATH

HEATH

Heathcliff’s eyes veer back to Cathy.
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ISABELLA (confused) Ah.

You look very well.

ISABELLA (agog:) Oh yes. Very.

[Photo by Red Deer College]

(to Cathy) You see, I discovered, much to
my surprise, that my mother was an Indian
Princess and my father an Emperor in China.

EDGAR

HEATH

Above: Promotional poster for
the première production of
Wuthering Heights at Red Deer
College.

Yes.

ISABELLA Asia?

He is transformed.
Long black coat, shining black boots, and a high collar.

Yes.

He gets up to go. Ellen fetches his hat and
gloves. He turns.
(in earnest:) Oh, yes. May I congratulate
you both on your marriage. I have…often
thought of it.
He tips his hat, and leaves.
Vern Thiessen is one of Canada’s most produced playwrights.
His plays include Shakespeare’s Will, Apple, Einstein’s Gift,
Blowfish, The Resurrection Of John Frum and Vimy.

Sides
from Kawasaki Exit by Blake Brooker
Kawasaki Exit premiered at One Yellow Rabbit’s High
Performance Rodeo January 19-23, 2010, and featured
Andy Curtis, Denise Clarke and Patrick MacEachern.
The first half of the show was performed in Japanese
with projected English surtitles. In the second half of
the show, performers spoke English (with Japanese
surtitles) but performed their lines, scenes, and
movements from the first half in reverse order.
Section 2: In the Shadow of No Future

セクション ２： 未来のない影の中で

SATSUKI: Aren’t you human? / Ningen desho? / 人間で

しょう？
TOSHI:

頭に拒絶反応をした。
For twenty years I worked for that company. /
Niju~nenkan ano kaisha hitosuji. / ２０年間

あの会社一筋。

SATSUKI: (Gently) You tried to bring the salmon back.
/ Sake wo modosou to gannbatta noyo. / を戻

そうと頑張ったのよ。

INTERIOR: TOYOTA
TOSHI:

In the end it was a stupid job. / Kekkyoku wha
bakana shigoto dattan dayo. / 結局は馬鹿

TOSHI:

な仕事だったんだよ。
I would look at myself in the morning,
nothing missed, nothing out of place. / Mai
asa kagami mite, subete onnaji. / 毎朝鏡見

て、すべて同じ.
I would look at my watch at exactly the same
three times: / Sankai onnaji toki ni tokei wo
milu: / 三回同じ時に時計を見る：

SATSUKI: I never believed what you did was what you
were. / Kaisha wha anata no jinkaku no subete
ja naitte shinjiteta. / 会社はあなたの人格

の全てじゃ無いって事信じてた。
TOSHI:

ワー浴びた後。

It’s a good name for an idea. / Aidea to shite
wha ii namae dakedo. / アイデアとしてはい

Before you applied the aftershave. / Ahuta~
she~bu no ato. / アフターシェーブの後。

何で知ってるんだ？
SATSUKI: You told me. Five times. / Oshiete kuleta
desho. Go-ka-i mo. / 教えてくれたでしょう。

い名前だけど。
SATSUKI: You can’t drink an idea. / Aidea wha nomenai
desho. / 飲めないでしょ。
TOSHI:

５回も。

TOSHI:

Come Back Salmon! / Kamu bakku sa~mon! /

カム バック サーモン！

I didn’t know anything about anything when
I started. / Hajimeta kolo wha nani hitotsu
shilana kattayona. / 始めた頃は何一つ知

らなかったよな。

TOSHI:	No. / Iya. / いや。
SATSUKI: It was the “Come Back Salmon” talking. /
“Kamu bakku sa~mon” no hanashi desho. /
“カム バック サーモン”の話でしょ。

“Come Back Salmon” is not the proper name
for a vodka. / “kamu bakku sa~mon” wha
bokka ni ha awanai namae dayona. / “カムバ
ックサーモン” はウォッカには合わない名

前だよな。

After your shower. / Shawa~ abita ato. / シャ

How do you know? / Nann de shittelun da? /

I tried to make the firm look good. / Kaisha
wo yoku misetakatta dakesa. / 会社を良く見

せたかっただけさ。

SATSUKI: When you wake. / Okitatoki. / 起きたとき。

TOSHI:

My body revolted against my mind. / Kalada
ha atama ni kyozetsu hannou shita. / 身体は

SATSUKI: It is not what you know but what you feel. /
Shittelu koto yolimo dou kanjilu kaga daiji. /

知ってる事よりもどう感じるかが大事。
How do you feel? / Ima dou? / 今、どう？
TOSHI:

SATSUKI: You were loyal. / Chu~jitsu na hito dakala. /

I feel like what I know could be kept in a
drawer in a birdhouse. / Olega shittelukoto
wha tolikago no nakano hikidashi ni shimaelu
hodo takaga shiletelu koto nandayo. / 俺が知

TOSHI:

ってる事は鳥かごの中の引き出しにしま
える程たかが知れてることなんだよ。

な人だから。

(Pointing to head) Not inside here! / Koko
wha chigau! / ここは違う！

SATSUKI: Inside the head doesn’t count. / Atama ha
mondai gai. / 頭は問題外。
TOSHI:

My body made my mind a liar. / Kalada ga
atama wo konlan sasetan da. / 身体が頭を

混乱させたんだ。

SATSUKI: Do birds have dressers? / Tolikago ni hikidashi
ga aluno? / 鳥かごに引き出しがあるの？
TOSHI:

Can salmon come back? / Sake wha modotte
koleluka? / 鮭は戻って来れるか？

Above: Promotional still for
Kawasaki Exit. (l to r) Andy
Curtis, Patrick MacEachern,
Denise Clarke.
[Photo by Trudie Lee]

Blake Brooker is co-Artistic Director of Calgary's One Yellow
Rabbit Performance Theatre. He has created or collaborated on
such shows as Doing Leonard Cohen, Dream Machine, and Ilsa,
Queen of the Nazi Love Camp.
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QtoQ

What happens after you get your piece of paper?
by Scott Peters,
All Stages Technical Editor
Alberta is blessed with many theatre production
programs. From Calgary’s Mount Royal University and
the University of Calgary to Red Deer College, to Grant
MacEwan University and the University of Alberta in
Edmonton, Alberta is alive with technical theatre
programs. There are Alberta program grads working all
over the world—and here are the stories of a few of our
finest. –Tech. Ed.

Mitchell’s advice for people interested in a career in
theatre production? “Working in technical production
is incredibly fulfilling. Helping to realize the artistic
vision of the many great artists we have in Canada is
very rewarding. The work itself brings new teams of
people together all of the time and new challenges
every day. The best part about my job is the fact that I
am never bored. “

Gina Puntil. Graduating in 1996, Puntil spent years as
a highly sought-after stage manager and production
manager, and is now the resident stage manager and
part-time programmer for the Alberta Workers’ Health
Centre. Its focus is on informing young people of their
right to a safe and healthy work place by providing
them with strategies for how to achieve it. “Theatre for
young audiences and working with emerging artists is
where I find my most joy,” says Puntil. “It’s interesting
how I can put on a production for over 75 000 people
every season and no one in the arts community will
ever see it.”

Ryan Roby. Ryan Roby was in the graduating class of
1999 at Grant MacEwan University’s Theatre Production
Program in Edmonton. I asked him what jobs he’s had
since his graduation day.

Although she had a few years of hand-to-mouth
struggle at the beginning of her career, Puntil says “I
am lucky to have been able not just to make a living out
of doing something that I love, but I have also been
able to make a life.”
Adam Mitchell. Adam Mitchell graduated from the
University of Alberta with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree in Technical Theatre in 2002. Since then
Mitchell has spent most of his career in Edmonton
working for many different theatre companies as
a scenic carpenter, house technician, production
manager, technical director and instructor. While the
technical director of Fringe Theatre Adventures, Adam
was integral to the coordinating, construction and
initial fit up of the nine million dollar facility that is
now the TransAlta ArtsBarns in Edmonton. Mitchell is
now the technical director of the John Hirsch Theatre
at the Manitoba Theatre Centre in Winnipeg. Citing U
of A production manager Al Welsh as his mentor and
inspiration, Mitchell is now studying the use of 3D
digital carving and printing for the stage, and would
one day like to be an educator in a post secondary
institution. He is currently President of the Canadian
Institute for Theatre Technology.

“My work experience began while I was attending
the University, working for IATSE Local 210 as a
lighting technician and carpenter. After graduation, I
continued to work with the Local and also moved into
high rigging, and then in 1999 I started work with
Carnival Cruise Lines, running automated scenery
control and rigging. I toured with Carnival until 2003,
when I was hired by Cirque du Soleil as a rigger on the
touring show Varekai. With Cirque I was really able to
broaden my rigging knowledge base, especially related
to acrobatic rigging, including rope splicing, human
flying and rope access work and rescue techniques.
I have continued with Cirque since then, working
on Corteo, Delerium and most recently as the lead
rigger with the Criss Angel show Believe in Las Vegas.
Currently, I am back touring the United States as head
rigger of Cirque’s newest show OVO.”
All of these successful grads say the same thing
when asked about starting a career in the technical
theatre industry. “It is possible” says Ryan Roby. “If
you are interested in working in the entertainment
industry, whether it’s theatre, rock and roll or film
and television, it’s definitely worth pursuing. There is
such diversity to the industry; it makes it a really great
career choice.” Gina Puntil gets the last word: “If you
love it, I mean really love it, then go for it. Balls to the
wall. No holds barred. Inspirational 80’s montage—
go.”
Scott Peters has worked in technical theatre and theatre design for
twenty years in Alberta and beyond. He is currently acting Chair of
the Theatre Production Department of Grant MacEwan College.

Above: Gina Puntil, stage
manager.
[Photo courtesy Gina Puntil]

Above: Ryan Roby in the Cirque
du Soleil lighting grid.
[Photo by Eric Chabira]
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Opinion

by Ian Prinsloo

What it means to rehearse
Every act of conscious learning requires the willingness
to suffer an injury to one’s self-esteem. That is why
young children, before they are aware of their own
self-importance, learn so easily; and why older persons,
especially if vain or important, cannot learn at all.
Thomas S. Szaz
Actors are often thought of as being self-centred
or egotistical. But the best actors I have worked with
over the years have all shared one characteristic: an
unfailing ability to give up what they have always done
and create new ways of being on stage. They have been
willing to go through the process of giving up what has
made them successful in order to try something new.
This act of personal courage—because it is always a
personal decision and not something that a director
can either do for them or make them do—is the most
exciting part of the rehearsal process for me. And
paradoxically it requires great confidence in one’s
ability to give up the security of past achievements and
move beyond.
For years I wondered: “what did we first ‘hearse’ that
we need to do over again?” Though a slightly bad
joke, it was an honest question to which no one could
give me an answer. Finally someone was able to point
me in the right direction: ‘hearse’ is related to the
word ‘harrow’, a garden tool “…which is dragged over
ploughed land to break clods, pulverize and stir the
soil, root up weeds, or cover in the seed,” according to
the Oxford English Dictionary. In this sense, the act of
rehearsing is the process of digging, so that we might
question accepted beliefs, create the conditions for
new growth and plant ideas. This meaning is at direct
odds with the usual connotation given to rehearsals
where we are often asked to drill something over and
over in an attempt to get it right. The chance to be
different cannot be taken if you must be right.
The rehearsal process and our own learning always
begins with trepidation. My heart always goes out to
actors on the first day of rehearsal as they find their
space in the room, saying hello to those they know
and introducing themselves to those they don’t. It is a
process of acclimatizing to the journey ahead, feeling
for what type of rehearsal this is and seeing what will
be needed of them. The best actors I know start to test
the situation, exploring most particularly the director’s
understanding and commitment to the project. It is
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almost as if they want to understand how much people
care about the work. This is a critical moment since the
decision to learn entails risk, and no one wants to risk
on an ill-considered project. With a sense of dedication
secured, these actors begin to move into the unknown
space of the characters and situations. This is another
key trait in great actors—a deep sense of surprise and
wonder that is vital to staying open to what is new in
the situation.
The next important moment in the journey of
rehearsals is just after the halfway mark when you
enter the doldrums. In earlier days, this was the time
when ships lost the wind and would have to wait,
completely still, for a new wind to finish the voyage.
In the theatre we reach a similar point when all the
wonder and excitement that is part of any new project
runs out and we are left still and very far away from
where we started. At this point you can panic and
believe that everything is lost, or you can find the
strength to keep connected to the effort and work
that has brought you this far. The strength that is
discovered at this point is what keeps brave ideas alive.
The next milestone is the passage through technical
rehearsals and into previews. Tech rehearsals can
destroy a show, since what has been achieved in the
rehearsal hall—not only the understanding of the
show but also the sense of command—is completely
taken away at the beginning of tech. So much new
information and sensations are added—set, music,
lights, the space, etc.—that no one can integrate it.
The flood of it tears away the sense of understanding
that an actor can have about the show. What I have
watched in great actors at this point is an ability to give
up what has been achieved and to allow the new show
to take shape. They don’t hold on to an idea they had
built of the show from the rehearsal hall but instead
embrace the new possibilities that are offered them.
They allow the show to grow and transform itself, and
with it their own understanding.
As Thomas Szaz points out in his quote, this type of
learning is not for everyone. It requires a delicate
balance of dedication, strength and humility. It
requires that the persons involved be willing to risk
their public selves—the estimation others have of
them—in order to create. It is why working as a director
has always been such a wonderful vocation; I am often
in contact with people courageous enough to learn
this way.
Ian Prinsloo is a theatre artist who lives in Calgary. Besides his
work as a director, Ian also pursues theatre outside of theatre,
developing creative inquiry processes that help people and
organizations open up the space of possibility.
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